
Sewing Machines for this class are provided by BERNINA of America and 
Mel’s Sewing Center.

Due to safety concerns and contractual obligations, you are NOT permitted to 
use any machine other than the machines provided by Bernina.

The following supply list may state that you need to bring your own sewing 
machine. THIS IS NOT CORRECT. Please do not bring your own sewing 
machine to this class.

PLEASE CONTINUE TO PAGE 2 FOR THE INSTRUCTOR’S SUPPLY LIST.



Fiesta
An unusual spinning star block created with two Studio 180 Design 

tools, Split Rects® and Corner Pop®. Participants will construct units 
slightly oversized and quickly trim them to precision measurments. 
Efficiency, accuracy, and ease are built into all techniques, yeilding razor 
sharp points every time. This project is perfect for a stack of 10" squares 
awaiting its day to shine.

This pattern gives instructions for three different size projects 
using 10" squares of bright fabrics plus a background. The cover shows 
a light/white background, but if you visit the Fiesta pattern page on our 
website, you can see a version with a very dark purple background. Both 
are very different in appearance, and each is spectacular.

During class, participants will be learning how to use two tools, 
Split Rects® and Corner Pop®, as they work to create the Fiesta blocks. 
Mixing and matching constructed and trimmed Split Rectangle units 
will give a wide variety of block pairings. Once color groupings are 
established, the Corner Popping will begin. You'll be amazed at how 
easily these blocks go together. We will also be addressing the pieced 
border construction and building a small section for each student to 
take home as a reference.

Pre-cutting is required for this class.

The listed pre-cut shapes will yield a small wall quilt. Additional 
cutting will be required for any of the other three projects contained in 
the pattern. All sub-cutting of strips will be addressed during the lesson. 
Please come prepared.

Looking forward to seeing you at our upcoming workshop. If you 
have any questions, contact me at: tuckerdk180@gmail.com.

Pre-Cutting
The listed cutting is for class construction and technique practice 

only. It will make a five block wall quilt. If you wish to make one of the 
three pattern size projects, consult our website pattern page for a listing 
of the complete yardage totals.

Only bring the required pre-cut shapes to class.

All sub-cutting will be covered during the workshop.

Brights:

Cut 12 squares 10" x 10". Sub-cut each square into 
1 strip 6" x 10" and 1 strip 3" x 10".

Background:

Cut 2 strips 6" x wof.

Cut 1 strip 3¾" x wof.

Cut 2 strips 5¼" x wof.

Equipment and Supplies

Required Tools:

Split Rects® and Corner Pop® - available in class 
if needed

Sewing Machine - in good working order unless 
you are in a machine sponsored workshop. 
Check with your event coordinator.

Rotary Cutter - new blade recommended

Mat

Regular Cutting Ruler - 6" x 12"

Neutral Colored Thread

General Sewing Supplies - scissors, pins, seam 
ripper, etc.

Highly Recommended:

Invisigrip - for back of tools

Optional:
Chair Cushion

Additional Light Source

Extension Cord

Sewing Machine Manual

Camera, Notebook, Pencil

Treats for the Teacher - who wants an "A"?
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